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Astronomical Photography.

Astronomy

(By Rev. Dr. Kemsedy, Hawkfs Bay.)

Astronomical telescopes are of two kinds,
reflectors and refractors. A reflecting tele-
scope consists essentially of a concave re-
flector usually made of silvered glass, which
reflects the rays of light from the object ob-
servedsoas to foim animage of itin theprin-
cipal focus of the mirror. In a refracting
telescope the rayspass through a lens which
refracts or bends them in such a way as to
produce an image of the object in the prin-
cipal focus of the lens. In both cases this
primary image is magnified and observed by
means of an eye-piece.

A very impoitant differencebe-
tween a reflector and a refractor,
especially when used for photo-
graphy, is that a reflector brings
te the same focus the various
coloured rays which make up
white light :whereas an ordinary
refractor does not bring the raj's
of all colours to the samejfocus,
on account of the unequal refran-
gibility of J the different coloured
rays which constitute white light.
An object glass which isintended
for visual purposes^is made to
focus as many as possible of the
bright rayswhich are most effec-
tive to thehuman eye^ namely,the
green,jrellow and red rays. The
blue and violet rays do not come
to a focus at the samepoint as the
greenand yellowrays, and,conse-
quently, there is usuallyablue or
purple halo round the image of a
bright object when observed
through an ordinary refracting
telescope. 'Now,ithappens that
a photographicplate is more sen-
sitive to the blue and violet rays,
than to the green,yellow,and red
rays, and on that account a lens
which is intended for photo-
graphic purposes mustbe made to
bring the blue and \iolet rays to
the same focus. An object glass
which is made for visual purposes
is, therefore,notsuitablefor photo-
graphy; andvice versa,an object
glass whichhas beenspecially cor-
rected for the photographic rays
is not suitable for direct eye
observation. Hence, many as-
tronomers prefer touse areflector
which can be used for both puiposes,
and many of the best astronomical photo-
graphs, especiallyof nebula,have been taken
withreflecting telescopes. Butasa refractor
has other advantagesoverareflector, various
plans have been devised to make a refractor
equally availablefor the two kinds of work.
One wayis toseparatethelenses of theobject-
glass a little,until the violet rays come to a
focus. The object glass can beused fuither
for eye observation by bringing the lenses
together again. This planhas been adopted
withgreat success byM Jannstnat Mtudon,
in France, for his photographs of the sun
Another method, which has been adoptedat
the Lick observatory, is to use a third lens
which, whenplacedin frontof theobjectglass,
brings to afocus the photographicrays. The

The first celestial object photographed
with anything like a useful,practical result
following from thepicture, was the sun. As
early as 1845 Fireau and Foucault succeeded
in taking Daguerreotypephotographs of the
sun, and in1851Berowski photographed the
solar prominences during a total solar
eclipse. In 1857 De la Rue designed the
Kew photo-heliograph, which consisted of a
telescope with an object glass of 3*- inches
aperture and about 5 feet focal length, and
corrected for the photographic rays. The
eye-end was furnished with a camera and
enlarging lens, which magnified the image
of the sun to about 4 inches. In 1873 the
Kewphoto-heliograph was transferred to the
Royal observatory, Greenwich ; but it has
been since superseded by a photographic

rjfractor of q inches apertureandnearlynine
feet focal length. With this instrument a
photograph of the sun 8 inches indiameteris
taken every fine day at Greenwich.

Fig.iis aphotograph of the Meanee ob-
servatoT}' telescope used as a photo-helio-
graph. Theimage of the sunintheprincipal
focus of the 9-inch photo-visual objective
is ijinches indiameter. This is enlarged in
the attached camera, by means of a magnify-
ing lens, to S~J inches in diameter. The full
apertureof the object glass is not used when
photographing the sun, but it is stopped
down three or four inches. The lightof the
sunissointense that a veryslow photographic
plate and a very rapid shutter have to be
used. Generally, very slow lantern plates
(whole-plate size) are used, and developed
withhydroquinone. The shutter (see Fig. 2)
consists of an aluminium disc 6 inches in
diameter,withan adjustableslit,androtating
roanda centre eccentricto the enlarginglens.
When the shutter is released, the slit flies
rapidly across the image of the sun at the

piincipal focus,giving an expo-
sure to the plate for avery small
fraction of asecond. It ispossi-
ble to give with this shutter any
exposure from one twentieth to
one five-thousandth of a second.
The duration of the exposure
generally varies from one three-
hundredth of asecond in winter,
to one three-thousandth of a
second in summer, witha3-inch
stop, which is equivalent to
working the lens at f/50.

When the photograph of the
sun has been takenit has to be
measured, the four following par-
ticularsbeingdetermined for each
spot : First, its distance from
the centre of the sun; second,
the angle between it and the
north point ; third, the size of
the whole spot; and fourth, the
size of the umbra of the spot,
that is tosay,of its darkcentral
position. The area of aspot is
measured byplacing a thinpiece
of glass on which anumber of
cross lineshave been ruled one
hundredth of an inch apait, in
contact with thenegative. These
cross linesmake up anumber of
small squares, each the ten-
thousandthpart of asquare inch
in area. The negative is then ex-
amined with amagnifying glass,
and the number of little squares
covered by each spot is counted.
Some idea of the gigantic size
of the sun can be formed from
the fact that a spot which would
cover only one of these little
squares would be 2| million
square miles in area, and yet

would be only between two and three mil-
lionths of thevisible hemisphere of the sun.

Fig. 3 is a photograph of a group of sun
spots taken at the Meanee observatory last
June, as seen through the measuring glass
ruled into small squares. The area of the
whole group is about 1000 million square
miles. The size of the earth on the same
scale would be the circle E inone corner of
thesquare.

Fig. 4 is an enlargedphotograph of a sun
spot also takenin June. The length of the
group is 120,000 miles, and the total area is
1250 million square miles.

Fig. 5 is aphotographof the sun taken on
the "17th July. The spots belong to the
same group as that in Fig. 4, returning after
a revolution of the sun. The large spot

latest method is that employed b}' Mcss/s.
Cooke andSons,of York, whohave succeeded
in making an object glass which is as achro-
matic as a reflector,and can therefore be used
for photographic as well as visual purposes,
without any alteration in the lenses. This
photo-visual objective, as it is called, con-
sists of three lenses formed of three different
kinds of glass, andit serves to illustrate the
perfection which the optician's art has now
attained. Six surfaces of glass are so accu-
rately figured that every ray of light falling
upon the objective passes through the finest
pinhole,ata distance of seventeenoreighteen
times the diameter of the lens. Objectives
of thiskind havebeenthoroughly testedbySir
Norman L,ockyer, Sir. David Gill and other
eminent astronomers, who speak of their
performance in terms of the highest praise.
A Cooke photo-visual objective, q inches in
diameterand12feet6inchesfocallength,isinuseattheMeaneeobservatory,andgivescompletesatisfaction,bothasavisualandasaphotographictelescope.22FIGI.MEANEEOBSERVATORYTELESCOPEUSEDASAPHOTO-HELIOGRAPH.


